General information

Please note, when selling an obsolete pump you also have to inform your customer until which year spares will be available. The normal 10 years spare parts obligation is only valid for current products.

Spare parts for the below mentioned pump series and sizes are not longer available as they are withdrawn from production with the exception for parts of type A, B and C

- AAD/AAE sizes 025-038
- AAG/AAH sizes 045-070
- ALA sizes 025-052
- ALD sizes 025-052
- ALG sizes 060-070
- ANA sizes 015-020
- AND/ANG/ANL sizes 025-070
- APD sizes 025-052
- APG sizes 060-110
- B4 sizes 025-070
- E4C - " -
- E4S - " -

A  Mechanical shaft seals as noted in SHAFT SEALS FOR WITHDRAWN PUMPS in this section
B  Standard components such as O-rings and ball bearings will be available in many cases. Please contact IMO AB
C  IMO unique components that are also included in current pump series, for example valve components